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Abstract

Background: V600E-BRAF is a major protein target involved in various types of human cancers. However, the acquired
resistance of the V600E-BRAF kinase to the vemurafenib and the side effects of other identified drugs initiate the search for
efficient inhibitors. In the current paper, virtual docking screening combined with drug likeness and ADMET properties
predictions were jointly applied to evaluate potent 2-(1H-imidazol-2-yl) pyridines as V600E-BRAF kinase inhibitors.

Results: Most of the studied compounds showed better docking scores and favorable interactions with theiV600E-BRAF
target. Among the screened compounds, the two most potent (14 and 30) with good rerank scores (−124.079 and −
122.290) emerged as the most effective, and potent V600E-BRAF kinase inhibitors which performed better than vemurafenib
(−116.174), an approved V600E-BRAF kinase inhibitor. Thus, the docking studies exhibited that these compounds have shown
competing inhibition of V600E-BRAF kinase with vemurafenib at the active site and revealed better pharmacological
properties based on Lipinski’s and Veber’s drug-likeness rules for oral bioavailability and ADMET properties.

Conclusion: The docking result, drug-likeness rules, and ADMET parameters identified compounds (14 and 30) as the best
hits against V600E-BRAF kinase with better pharmacological properties. This suggests that these compounds may be
developed as potent V600E-BRAF inhibitors.
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Background
The anomalous activation of RAF, commonly BRAF, is
responsible for the amplification of the MAPK pathway
and is often observed in cancers and also contributes to
the oncogenesis [1]. Pathological studies revealed that
the activated forms of the BRAF target is present in
about 8% of all human cancers [2] and are often con-
nected with melanoma (66%) [3]. What is important is
that 90% of the observed BRAF mutations are that of
V600E, which intensifies the kinase activity, and inciden-
tally stimulates the signaling at notable high levels [4]. In
this regard, V600E-BRAF kinase has been a target of
concern for therapeutic intervention targeting which has
verified to be the main success in the area of melanoma

therapeutics. For example, vemurafenib (PLX4032) was
clinically approved in 2011 by the FDA for the meta-
static melanoma and primarily directed towards the
V600E-BRAF mutation [5]. This has substantially in-
creased the efficacy with a total response rate of about
48% when compared with chemotherapy which is about
5% with dacarbazine [6].
Notwithstanding these achievements, resistance devel-

opment of most patients to vemurafenib [7, 8] and high
rates of squamous cell carcinomas attributed to the known
inhibitors and keratoacanthoma have been reported [6, 9].
Moreover, what should be mentioned is that the rate of
melanoma has considerably expanded over the past dec-
ade [10, 11]. Consequently, to address the shortcomings of
vemurafenib and some other related drugs, the research
and development of novel effective V600E-BRAF kinase
inhibitors are significantly relevant. In the process of drug
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discovery, desirable lead identification is always achieved
by conducting high-throughput experimental screening
(HTS), but it is costly and time-consuming [12]. Hence, it
is essential to overcome the limitations of traditional drug
discovery approaches with effective, low-cost, and broad-
spectrum modeling methods. The high-throughput com-
putational screening, which is broadly applied presently in
pharmaceutical industries, is a screening strategy generally
employed by the medicinal chemist. The availability of
protein crystal structures as a template for virtual screen-
ing enhances the feasibility of virtual screening [4, 13].
Furthermore, a set of thirty-one (31) potent 2-(1H-imi-

dazol-2-yl) pyridine derivatives was synthesized and bio-
logically evaluated for BRAF kinase inhibitory activity by
Jiao et al. [14]. The reported compounds have shown re-
markable biological activities against the A375 melan-
oma cell line. Thus, in the present investigation, these
compounds were screened on V600E-BRAF kinase (a
known melanoma target) [15] utilizing in silico molecu-
lar docking strategy to predict interactions between the
compounds and the enzyme, saving money and time
through the process of drug filtering. Additionally, the
compounds were further screened by drug-likeness rules
for oral bioavailability and pharmacokinetics ADMET
(absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and
toxicity) properties.

Methods
Ligand selection and optimization
A series of thirty-one (31) novel 2-(1H-imidazol-2-yl) pyri-
dine derivatives were retrieved from the literature [14].
The 2D chemical structures of the compounds were gen-
erated using ChemDraw Version 12.0 and presented in
Table 1. The 2D structures were converted into the 3D
structures utilizing the Spartan 14 Version 1.1.4 software
package from Wavefunction Inc. The structures of the
compounds were cleaned by checking and minimizing
using a molecular mechanic force field (MM2) to elimin-
ate all strain from the molecular structures. Also, this will
guarantee a well-defined conformer relationship among
compounds of the study [16]. The geometrical
optimization of the cleansed structures was conducted
with the density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP
and 6-311G (d) basis set. The optimized molecular struc-
tures were saved in the PDB format for molecular docking
and then taken to the Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD)
[17], for the docking simulation purposes.

Preparation of protein and docking simulation
The X-ray structure (3D) of the protein (V600E-BRAF)
bound with vemurafenib (PDB-ID: 3OG7) [18–20] was
obtained from (http://www.rcsb.org/). The PDB file of
V600E-BRAF was prepared with MVD [17] by removing
the excess water molecules enclosed in the X-ray

structure and optimizing the hydrogen molecules, and
the bound vemurafenib was similarly removed from the
receptor before for the docking method. The binding
cavity of the V600E-BRAF receptor was predicted and
was set inside a restricted sphere of X: 1.59, Y: − 1.28,
and Z: −6.21 with a radius 28 Å having a grid resolution
of 0.30 Å.
For the docking simulation, the prepared ligands in-

cluding reference inhibitor (vemurafenib) were imported
into the MVD and their bond flexibility was set collect-
ively with the side chains of the amino acid, which was
similarly set inside the defined sphere. The flexibility
was set with a strength of 0.90 and a tolerance of 1.10 Å.
The RMSD threshold was set as 2.00 Å for the multiple
clusters poses with 100.00 energy penalty values. The
docking algorithm was set for a maximum of 1500 iter-
ation with a simplex evolution size of 50. The docking
simulation was run for a minimum of 50 times for the
10 poses, and the best poses were determined based on
the set scoring functions such as the MolDock score,
rerank score, E-interaction, and E-H-bond [21]. Discov-
ery Studio (DS) Visualizer Version 3.5 was utilized for
the visualization of various intermolecular interactions
such as H-bond, hydrophobic, halo-bond, and aryl
interactions.

Drug likeness and pharmacokinetics properties prediction
The use of computational devices for identifying the
novel drug candidate assists to reduce the number of ex-
perimental studies and for enhancing the success rate.
For this purpose, we employed Lipinski’s and Veber’s
rules for drug likeness as a primary screening step for
oral bioavailability and synthetic accessibility using Swis-
sADME (www.swissadme.ch/) online tool [22]. Besides,
secondary screening was accompanied by calculating the
ADMET properties as a measure of the pharmacokinet-
ics [23] using pkCSM (http://biosig.unimelb.edu.au/
pkcsm//) an online server.

Results
The docking result of the studied compounds against
V600E-BRAF (PDB ID: 3OG7), exhibited that these com-
pounds were docked at the binding site of the V600E-
BRAF receptor with a favorable MolDock score and
rerank score compared to vemurafenib (Table 2). The
complete docking results and kinds of interactions associ-
ated are shown in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Similarly,
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 portrayed the 3D and 2D binding
modes of the docked compounds at the binding cavity of
V600E-BRAF. The compounds with the good MolDock
score (≥ −154.482) and rerank score (≥ −116.174) were
classified as potential hits (having higher binding scores
than vemurafenib). Additionally, Table 4 showed the cor-
relation analysis of the observed biological activity of the
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compounds and the obtained docking results. Besides, to
guarantee that the chosen compounds are the viable
drugs, the drug likeness and ADMET properties were
evaluated with vemurafenib as the reference. The

SwissADME online tool was used to predict the drug-
likeness properties as presented in Table 5, and the
pkCSM online tool was adopted in predicting the ADME
T properties (Table 6).

Table 1 Chemical structures of the studied compounds
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Discussions
The potential of the investigated compounds to interact
with the receptor is presented in terms of MolDock
score and rerank score respectively. The MolDock score
and rerank scoring are adopted as the parameters for
examining the docking results. From Table 2 (docking
result), it is observed that compounds (14, 21, 26, and
30) formed bonds and non-bond interactions at the ac-
tive pocket of the target as manifest from the interaction

energy and H-bond energy (Table 2) and that their
modes of binding (Table 3) showed some similarities to
vemurafenib (standard drug), and they pose high Mol-
Dock as well as the rerank scores, this showed that the
compounds had higher favorable ligand-protein E-
interaction than vemurafenib at the binding pocket of
the target. The docked conformations of these molecules
with the lowest energy were selected for the subsequent
investigations. Additionally, all the selected compounds

Table 2 The docking results (scores) of the studied compounds with vemurafenib as reference

Complex MolDock scorea Rerank scoreb E-interactionc E-H-bondd LE1 LE3

1 −139.825 −117.051 −163.472 −1.852 −3.995 −3.344

2 −139.934 −108.900 −148.876 −1.498 −4.373 −3.403

3 −147.450 −89.409 −158.070 −2.620 −4.337 −2.630

4 −139.765 −68.890 −145.643 −2.500 −4.509 −2.222

5 −137.994 −65.142 −150.248 −1.834 −4.451 −2.101

6 −144.459 −88.283 −151.585 −2.500 −4.514 −2.759

7 −142.277 −117.257 −149.356 −3.739 −4.446 −3.664

8 −139.488 −68.780 −154.356 −1.764 −4.500 −2.219

9 −142.525 −112.260 −151.491 −3.130 −4.598 −3.621

10 −141.901 −65.527 −157.535 −6.497 −4.300 −1.986

11 −144.286 −8.428 −156.225 −2.122 −4.509 −0.263

12 −139.632 −118.097 −158.816 −2.918 −4.504 −3.810

13 −138.905 −110.602 −155.144 −4.813 −4.481 −3.568

14 −162.670 −124.079 −168.509 −3.217 −4.076 −3.545

15 −144.133 −117.688 −152.972 −2.332 −4.504 −3.678

16 −152.301 −128.722 −172.423 −0.045 −4.479 −3.786

17 −150.734 −125.396 −162.417 −1.940 −4.433 −3.688

18 −143.411 −113.953 −151.463 −3.475 −4.626 −3.676

19 −142.213 −113.563 −150.359 −0.940 −4.588 −3.663

20 −145.590 −115.160 −153.277 −3.019 −4.696 −3.715

21 −157.755 −118.218 −160.847 −2.902 −4.541 −3.684

22 −149.608 −118.191 −160.997 −5.409 −4.675 −3.693

23 −142.708 −115.654 −152.599 −3.188 −4.460 −3.614

24 −146.940 −121.689 −161.087 −0.132 −4.740 −3.925

25 −145.794 −112.681 −158.923 −5.189 −4.703 −3.635

26 −151.926 −120.707 −153.136 −3.361 −4.435 −3.585

27 −144.135 −110.120 −166.439 −2.182 −4.118 −3.146

28 −145.964 −121.512 −158.434 −2.481 −4.293 −3.574

29 −136.121 −108.690 −142.829 −2.500 −4.391 −3.506

30 −167.610 −122.290 −173.673 −3.778 −4.439 −2.655

31 −136.246 −108.025 −144.947 −1.755 −4.258 −3.376

Vem. −154.482 −116.174 −164.502 −4.370 −4.681 −3.520

LE1 ligand efficiency-1 (MolDock score/heavy atoms count), LE3 ligand efficiency 3 (rerank score/heavy atoms count)
aMolDock score was obtained from the PLP scoring functions with a new H-bond term and extra charge schemes [17]
bRerank score is a linear combination of E-inter (electrostatic, Van der Waals, H-bonding, steric) between the ligand and the protein target, and E-intra
(electrostatic, Van der Waals, H-bonding, sp2–sp2, torsion) of the ligand weighted by pre-defined coefficients [17]
cE-interaction is the total energy between the protein and the pose
dE-H-bond is H-bond energy
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Table 3 Molecular interactions present in the selected complexes and the amino acids involved

Complex Conv./pi-donor H-bond Carbon-H-bond Alkyl Pi-Alkyl Pi-pi Pi-cation Pi-sulfur/sigma Halo-bond

14 LYS483
ASP594
SER536

SER535
SER535
HIS539
ASP594

ALA481
CYS532

TRP531
TRP531
HIS539
HIS539
ALA481
CYS532
LEU514
LEU505

TRP531
TRP531

GLN530
GLY534
HIS539

21 LYS483
ASP594
SER536

ALA481
LEU514
CYS532

TRP531
HIS539
ALA481
CYS532
LEU514
LEU505

TRP531 GLN530

26 LYS483
ASP594
SER536

HIS539
ASP594

ALA481
LEU514
CYS532

TRP531
HIS539
HIS539
ALA481
CYS532
LEU514
LEU505

TRP531 GLN530

30 ASP594
CYS532

GLY534 ALA481
VAL471
LYS483

PHE595
LYS483
LEU514
VAL471
ALA481
ILE463
LEU514

TRP531
PHE583
TRP531

LYS483 LEU505
CYS532

Vem. CYS532
ASP594
GLN530

GLY593
CYS532
THR529

LEU505
ILE527

VAL471
LYS483
ALA481
LEU514
CYS532
ALA481
CYS532

TRP531
PHE583

LYS483 ALA481

Fig. 1 3D diagram for the interaction of compound 14 with V600E-BRAF
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have a MolDock score < −90, which indicates that the
novel inhibitors can bind the target efficiently [24].
The binding mode of compound 14 and V600E-BRA-

Fiwas depicted in Fig. 1, which has a rerank score of
−124.079, and it is bonded into V600E-BRAF-binding
cavity via two conv. hydrogen bonds, one π-donor H-
bond, four carbon-H-bond, and two π-π stacked inter-
action. The nitrogen atom of the imidazole ring formed
one H-bond with LYS483 and the other one was formed
between the nitrogen atom of the pyridine ring to
ASP594 residue. Two fluorine atoms of the trifluoro-
methyl group also formed three-carbon-H-bond with
SER535 (2), HIS539, and ASP594 residues respectively.
Another π-donor H-bond was observed with SER536.
Moreover, the acetamido moiety is intercalated into the
space to form a π-π stacked interaction with residue

TRP531. There is a formation of three halogen bonds
between the chlorine atom attached to the benzene ring
(GLN530, GLY534, and HIS539). Besides, the higher
binding score of compound 14 might also be accounted
for by some weak interactions, such as alkyl with-
iALA481, and CYS532, π-alkyl interaction with TRP531
(2), HIS539 (2), ALA481, CYS532, LEU514, and LEU505
residues respectively. The receptor surface model shown
in Fig. 1b revealed that compound 14 has a good shape
complementarity with the ATP-binding pocket of
V600E-BRAF [25] and the abovementioned kinds of in-
teractions may contribute to afford an explanation for its
nice binding scores.
Compound 21 docked inside the active site of V600E-

BRAF kinase (Fig. 2) revealed a better rerank score than
vemurafenib (Table 2), showing that it has bound in the

Fig. 2 3D diagram for the interaction of compound 21 with V600E-BRAF

Fig. 3 3D diagram for the interaction of compound 26 with V600E-BRAF
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active site of one of the protomers in the protein dimer
through the formation of four conventional H-bond with
LYS483 and ASP594 as reported in similar research [26].
The nitrogen atom of the imidazole ring formed one H-
bond with LYS483 and the other one was formed be-
tween the nitrogen atom of the pyridine ring to ASP594
residue. One pi-donor H-bond was also observed with
SER536 residue. There was one arene π-π interaction
within the binding site and the ligand with TRP531,
which befall due to the intercalation of the “benzene
ring” (Fig. 2). There is a formation of one halogen bond
between the fluorine atom of the triflouromethyl sub-
stituent and GLN530. There is however extra alkyl

interaction with (ALA481, LEU514, and CYS532) and
lastly π-alkyl interaction with six residues (TRP531,
HIS539, ALA481, CYS532, LEU514, and LEU505). The
results of this molecular-docking study can confirm the
postulation that our active compound may inhibit the
growth of melanoma cell lines through inhibition of
V600E-BRAF kinase, similar to vemurafenib (Fig. 5).
The docked structure of compound 26 with the recep-

tor is displayed in Fig. 3. It has the rerank score of
−120.707, as shown in Table 2, this indicates the feasibil-
ity of good interactions that exist between this com-
pound and the receptor. There were two conventional
hydrogen bonding present between the compound and

Fig. 4 3D diagram for the interaction of compound 30 with V600E-BRAF

Fig. 5 3D diagram for the interaction of vemurafenib with V600E-BRAF
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receptor: LYS483 and ASP594 residues between the ni-
trogen atoms of imidazole ring formed one H-bond with
LYS483 and the other one was formed between the ni-
trogen atoms of the pyridine ring to ASP594 residue as
presented in Fig. 3. Two carbon-H-bond with HIS539
and ASP594 was also observed. There is however forma-
tion of one halogen bond with GLN530 (Fig. 3). The sta-
bility of the complex might be associated with an extra,
three alkyl interaction with ALA481, LEU514, and
CYS532, seven π-alkyl interactions (TRP531, HIS539 (2),
ALA481, CYS532, LEU514, and LEU505 residues) plus
one π-π interaction with TRP531 as reported in similar
research [25].
Figure 4 showed the docked structure of compound 30

with the receptor. It presents a good rerank score of
−122.290, as shown in Table 2, this exhibited the feasi-
bility of stable interaction between this compound and
the receptor. There were two conventional hydrogen
bonding recognized between this compound d V600E-
BRAF: ASP594 and CYS532, one pi-donor H-bond with
SER536, and two carbon-H-bonds interaction with
HIS539 and ASP594 residues. The π-cation interaction
was formed between a benzene ring and LYS483 in a
similar way to vemurafenib (Fig. 5). The benzene ring
moiety has intercalated into the space to form a π-π
stacked interaction with the residues (TRP531 (2) and

PHE583) similar to vemurafenib (Fig. 5). The stability of
the complex may be related to an extra, alkyl interaction
with ALA481, VAL471, and LYS483 and π-alkyl type of
interactions with PHE595, LYS483, LEU514, VAL471,
ALA481, ILE463, and LEU514 residues sequentially.
Comparable residues were observed for the same recep-
tor in other literature [27].
The study showed that H-bonding is the main force

controlling the interactions that exist between the
docked compound and the protein target and also the
interaction energy of the compounds increases with the
increase in the number of the hydrogen bonds [27, 28].
It could be noted that in the conventional hydrogen
bonding classified with some of the selected compounds,
the number of amino acids linked was found to be better
compared to vemurafenib as displayed in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 sequentially and there are great similarities. This
might inform the more stable binding scores of the
chosen compounds for V600E-BRAF. Thus, these com-
pounds will serve as good inhibitors of V600E-BRAF
showing competitive inhibition with vemurafenib as evi-
dent from the molecular-docking results.
To ensure that the chosen compounds are the viable

drugs, the drug likeness, and pharmacokinetic (ADMET)
properties were evaluated with vemurafenib as the refer-
ence. The SwissADME [22] online tool was used to pre-
dict the drug-likeness properties as presented in Table 5
and the pkCSM online tool was adopted in predicting
the ADMET properties (Table 6). The drug-likeness pa-
rameters are the main criteria used in screening drug can-
didates at an initial stage of the drug discovery process.
This approach can be described as a means to correlate
the physicochemical properties of a given molecule with
the bio-pharmaceutical aspect of it in a human body, par-
ticularly, its influence on oral bioavailability [29].
The most initial thorough investigation of drug-

likeness properties was conducted by Lipinski [30] and
resulted in the popular “rule of 5,” which claims that
good absorption or permeation is more likely when the

Table 4 Correlation analysis between the experimental % GI and their molecular docking studies on A375 melanoma cell line

A375 (experimental % GI) MolDock scorea Rerank scoreb E-interactionc E-H-bondd LE1 LE3

A375 (experimental % GI) 1

MolDock scorea −0.3429 1

Rerank scoreb −0.4620 0.3371 1

E-interactionc −0.4559 0.7404 0.2903 1

E-H-bondd 0.1558 0.1065 −0.0346 0.0081 1

LE1 0.4318 −0.0186 −0.0167 −0.2235 0.0725 1

LE3 −0.3814 0.1171 0.9499 0.0769 −0.0454 0.1278 1
aMoldock score was obtained fromithe PLP scoring functions with ainew H-bond term and extra charge schemes [17]
bRerank score is a linear combination of E-inter (Electrostatic, iVan der Waals, H-bonding, steric) between the ligand and the protein target, and E-intra.
(Electrostatic, Van der Waals, H-bonding, sp2–sp2, torsion) of the ligand weighted by pre-defined coefficients [17]
cE-interaction is the total energy between the protein and the pose
dE-Hbond is Hbond energy. LE1: Ligand efficiency-1(MolDock score/heavy atoms count); LE3: Ligand efficiency 3(Rerank score/heavy atoms count)

Table 5 Drug-likeness parameters including bioavailability (BA)
and synthetic accessibility (SA) of the selected compounds

Lipinski’s rule Veber’s rule

SN Mol. wt. HBA HBD Log P NRB TPSA (Å2) BA SA

14 520.29 7 3 2.95 8 99.77 0.55 3.04

21 452.29 4 3 2.16 7 99.77 0.55 2.85

26 531.19 4 3 2.74 7 99.77 0.55 2.96

30 452.29 4 3 2.16 7 99.77 0.55 2.83

Vem. 489.92 6 2 4.97 7 100.30 0.55 3.38

Mol. wt. molecular weight, HBA hydrogen bond acceptor, HDB hydrogen bond
donor, NRB number of rotatable bonds, TPSA topological polar surface area
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molecular weight (mol. wt.) < 500. The number of
hydrogen bond donors (HBD) < 5 (counting the sum of
all NH and OH groups) partition coefficient octanol/
water Log P < 5. The number of hydrogen bond accep-
tors (HBA) < 10 (counting all N and O atoms). The re-
sults obtained are presented in Table 5. There are two
other descriptors recognized by Veber et al. [31]: num-
ber of rotatable bonds (NRB) < 10 and polar surface area
(PSA) < 140 Å2. All the chosen compounds satisfy
Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules favorably implying that these
compounds have ideal oral bioavailability. These physi-
cochemical parameters are connected with acceptable
aqueous solubility and intestinal permeability that are
the first steps in oral bioavailability.
An evaluation was also performed using a bioavailability

score (ABS) criteria [32], where all the compounds have
0.55 as obtained value. This criterion was based on a prob-
ability value of a molecule to have an optimum profile of
permeability and bioavailability, where 0.55 indicates the
obedience of the Lipinski rule of five [30] and the rat bio-
availability value is 55%, which is a higher probability value
than 10%. Besides, the chosen compounds were also eval-
uated for their synthetic accessibility, checking on a scale
between 1 (very simple to synthesize) and 10 (very hard
and complex to synthesize). The synthetic accessibility for
all chosen compounds is around 2 to 3 (Table 5), and
therefore, they are simple to synthesize.
Further, an absorbance value belowi30% indicates poor

absorbance, and as observed from Table 6, all selected
compounds displayed a value greater than 90%, which
shows good absorbance in the human intestine. For the
volume of distribution (VDss), a value > 0.45 is consid-
ered to be high. Blood-brain barrier (BBB) and the per-
meability of central nervous system (CNS) standard
values are given as > 0.3 to < −1 log BB and > −2 to <
−3ilog PS. Thus, for a given molecule, log BB < −1 indi-
cates a poor distribution of the drug to the brain, while
a value of log BB > 0.3 implies that the drug can cross

the BBB. As for log PS, a value > −2 implies that the
drug candidate can penetrate the CNS, while a value <
−3iindicates that it will be difficult for the drug candi-
date to induce into the CNS [33]. The results presented
in Table 6, indicated that the selected compounds have
shown a high potential to cross barriers.
The metabolism describes the biochemical transform-

ation of a drug candidate by the body. Consequently,
drugs usually give several metabolites, which might have
different pharmacological and physicochemical proper-
ties. It is necessary to consider the metabolism of the
drugs and drug-drug interactions [34]. The CYP450
(cytochromeiP450) plays a vital role in drug metabolism
because it is the main liver protein system involved in
oxidation (phase-1 metabolism), as in the case of this re-
search. To date, only 17 CYP families were identified in
humans, even though only CYP1, CYP2, CYP3, and
CYP4, sequentially) are involved in the drug metabolism,
with a CYP (1A2, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6 and 3A4, respectively)
were identified to be responsible for the biotransform-
ation of more than 90% of the drugs that undergo
phase-I metabolism [34, 35] and have been predicted
and presented in Table 6.iAdditionally, cytochrome
CYP3A4 inhibition is the most vital phenomenon in this
research [36]. The results presented in Table 6, indicated
that all the selected compounds are the inhibitors of
2C19, 2C9, and CYP3A4 respectively.
Clearance describes the relationship of the drug con-

centration in the body to the rate of its elimination.
Thus, a lower value of the total clearance implies in-
creased persistence of the drugs in the human body, and
all the selected compounds showed good persistence in
the body for the drug. Additionally, it is required to in-
vestigate whether the selected compounds are nontoxic
as this plays a significant role in selecting the best drugs.
The results presented in Table 6, indicated that com-
pounds 14, 21, and 26 are nontoxic. All the selected
compounds displayed good physicochemical and

Table 6 Predicted the pharmacokinetic properties of the selected compounds

Absorption Distribution Metabolism Excretion Toxicity

Substrate Inhibitor

CYP

SN Intestinal
absorption

VDss (human) BBB
permeability

CNS
permeability

2D6 3A4 1A2 2C19 2C9 2D6 3A4 Total clearance AMES
toxicity

Numeric (%
absorbed)

Numeric (log
L kg−1)

Numeric
(log BB)

Numeric
(log PS)

(Yes/
no)

Numeric (log mL
min−1 kg−1)

(Yes/no)

14 97.757 0.021 −1.735 −2.135 No No No Yes Yes No Yes 0.538 No

21 95.444 0.018 −1.43 −2.292 No No No Yes Yes No Yes 0.719 No

26 96.367 0.014 −1.614 −2.148 No No No Yes Yes No Yes 0.841 No

30 90.429 −0.013 −1.496 −2.295 No No No Yes Yes No Yes 0.667 Yes

Vem. 98.853 −0.445 −1.647 −3.463 No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 0.132 No

VDss volume of distribution, BBB blood-brain barrier, CNS central nervous system, CYP cytochrome P
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pharmacokinetic ADMET properties. Thus, based on
these results, it can be presumed that these compounds
can be adopted as V600E-BRAF inhibitors and drugs on
melanoma cancer in the future.

Conclusion
V600E-BRAFiis a vital and attractive therapeutic enzyme
in melanoma and other types of cancer. Nevertheless, its
acquired resistance to vemurafenib and side effects of
some other drugs in several events has been published.
Therefore, to further explore the anti-proliferative po-
tential of V600E-BRAF inhibitors, we applied docking
virtual screening joined with an in silico drug likeness
and ADMET evaluations to screen a series of potent 2-
(1H-imidazol-2-yl) pyridine derivatives. A total of four
analogs of 2-(1H-imidazol-2-yl) pyridine derivatives (14,
21, 26, and 30) exhibited favorable interaction and a
more reliable binding score than vemurafenib, exhibiting
common molecular interaction with CYS532, ASP594,
TRP531, and PHE583 residues of V600E-BRAF. Besides,
the compounds employed in this study do not violate
the Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules for drug likeness to qual-
ify as orally active drugs and the ADMET evaluation
shows that they are pharmacologically active. These
could be likely used as lead compounds with improved
pharmacological properties.
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